Ergonomic Assessment

Courier Package Labels

Concern Details

Background Info:

Courier employees are required to lift packages while sorting, picking-up and delivering packages. As a results of this material handling, courier employees are exposure to high loads and repetitive awkward postures. The package labels have been identified as a contributing factor to the increased risk of injury due to the material handling. Viewing the package labels is an issue in the courier sector because it results in visual fatigue and strain, awkward postures and/or double handling and lifting incorrect packages. Inability to read the labels causes many courier employees to position themselves awkwardly to read the label or double handle the box to test its weight instead of reading the weight written. The label at Courier Co. is thought to be insufficient in legibility or readability.

Evaluation:

Courier Co. has 12 different label formats. The labels include: First part of Postal Code, Service Type, Return address, Destination address, Barcode(s), Parcel weight, Reference number, Number of pieces, Shipper account number (see Figure 1). The formats differed based on: placement of the barcodes, postal codes, weight, etc., emphasis of the features, and colours. One label was analyzed in terms of comprehensibility, legibility, and readability through analyzing character sizes, font, colour, spacing and layout, and coding. In addition, courier tasks were reviewed and a Hub Manager was interviewed to obtain feedback and details regarding the label.

Based on the task analysis, it was determined that the aspect of the label used most frequently and by the most number of workers was the first part of the postal code. The destination address is also very widely used. It was also concluded that the least used aspects of the label include the barcodes, the customer account number, the reference number, and the return address. Workers generally do not use the weight of the packages and rather tend to “test” the weight by partially lifting it to judge the weight. This increases the amount of manual material handling experienced by workers.

Features of the main label include:

- Specific font was unable to be determined, however, it is a san serif font style. The font style is not one of the two preferred styles.
- The font was black on a white background. The colours follow guidelines
- Abbreviations that are used are standard or widely recognized.
- Almost all fonts are in capital letters, which does not meet recommendations.
- The character width is inconsistent and either exceeds or falls behind character width guidelines.
- The size of font does not follow guidelines.
- There are 4 areas of code: some with groups of 3 and 5, no groups at all, separated by a hyphen, groups of 3. (These codes are barely used by workers).
Design guidelines for labels:

- Mix of capital and lower case letters are easier to read than all capitals (e.g. Toronto ON vs. TORONTO ON) [1, 2].
- Borders around key information on the label (such as postal code and weight) may be used to improve readability [3, 4].
- Stroke width of each character should be about 1/6th of the height of its own height [3, 4].
- Height of the characters should be based on the viewing distance from the eye. The average viewing distance for the couriers is anywhere from 33 cm (at eye level) to 172 cm (from ground) [4] (based upon the "arm’s length" measurements taken from the 95th percentile U.S. adult male anthropometrics). Furthest viewing distance for a user is when the user is standing with the package located on the ground. Based on anthropometrics, eye level of 95th percentile male is 172 cm [4]. Using character height equations [1, 5], the character heights should be 3-10 mm.
- Older and Younger populations preferred larger print size than smaller print on consumer labels [6].
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- Most legible fonts to use are Arial and Verdana. Least legible fonts are Times New Roman and Franklin [7].
- Certain colour combinations are best for legibility, like black print on a white or yellow background is most legible [3, 4].
- All-digit codes are preferred over alphanumeric codes [3, 4]. As well, strings of numbers should occur in groups of 3-4, all of the same type.
- Best to use all numbers rather than alphanumeric. Group in groups of 3-4 and make sure all within a group are of the same type (letter/number). Avoid using B, D, I, O, Q, Z as well as 0, 1, 8 for codes where possible [3, 4].
- Increase the size of the font for the package weights. In addition, add colour coding to indicate whether the box weights are low (green), medium weight (yellow), or heavy (red).

Prior to lifting, it is important to know the weight of the object being lifted so one can plan the lift. The box weight is usually “tested” before it is completely lifted. To eliminate this extra lifting, it is recommended to increase the size of the font for the package weights. In addition, to enhance the use of the package weight values and to inform the user of the risk level associated with the weight, a colour system of red, yellow, and green coding is proposed.

Evaluation Summary:

The current courier label used by Courier Co. does not meet all label design guidelines. The character size, dimensions, and spacing of the label generally do not follow guidelines, and readability tends to be limited by the fact that all of the text is in capital lettering. The font size of the label is too small for the user population that will be viewing the label from the furthest distance. The font type was unable to be distinguished, though it was determined to be a sans serif font. Colour guidelines were met by having black text on a white background to ensure very good legibility.

Recommendations:

It is recommended that design guidelines be taken into consideration when (re)designing courier labels. Design changes to the labels would improve the comprehensibility, legibility and readability of Courier Co.’s package labels. The design guidelines discussed may also be applied to other labels.

Based on the analysis of the tasks and the design guidelines, the following recommendations are provided: The aspects of the label that are most widely and frequently used should stand out. Thus, it is suggested to further emphasize and distinguish the first part of the postal code and the address line of the destination address. Font height of critical labels (first part of postal code and destination address) should increase to 10-13 mm. The size of the font used should be adjusted so that the character height is 9 mm to accommodate for the 95th percentile male reading the label from the furthest distance needed. The specific font size should be simple and should adhere to character and spacing guidelines. It is also recommended that the font size of the package weight be increased to allow users to easily locate the information in order to inform the worker of the weight before actually handling the package. Upper and lower case lettering should be employed to increase the readability of the label and the street line of the destination address should be further emphasized for users. A number of different label design options, which are based on these design recommendations, are provided in the Appendix. The features of the label design options are outlined in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of the changes in the label design options

| Design Option 1 (Figure 2 a) | - Border around destination address  
|                            | - Customer account number at the top with return address  
|                            | - Upper and lower case lettering  
|                            | - Enlarge weight and first part of postal code |
| Design Option 2 (Figure 2 b) | - Customer account number at top right hand corner of return address  
|                            | - Border around first part of the postal code  
|                            | - Separate service type, weight, # pieces using lines  
|                            | - Upper and lower case lettering |
| Design Option 3 (Figure 2 c) | - Border around first part of the postal code  
|                            | - Enlarge and colour coding weight  
|                            | - Upper and lower case lettering  
|                            | - Enlarge the first part of the postal code |

Conclusions:

Optimizing the label design will enhance legibility and readability which will reduce visual strain and fatigue as well as reduce the risk of musculoskeletal disorders by improving the lifting postures. Increasing the font size of the weight, will reduce the amount of manual material handling and double handling (i.e. less “testing” of the weight of the box). Furthermore, it is also likely that more legible labels may lead to faster sorting, which may speed up deliveries and potentially improve customer service as well as reduce the number of sorting mistakes.
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Label Redesign Option 1
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Label Redesign Option 2

Courier Co.

From/De: Courier Co.
555 Street
Mississauga, ON    M4B 3K5

To/A: Test2
123 Street
Toronto ON    M4M 4M4

Ground    Piece # 1 of/de 1    1 Lb

1134134134001019

0 100 010 722 601

Courier Co.
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Label Redesign Option 3

Courier Co.

From/De: Courier Co.
555 Street
Mississauga, ON  M4B 3K5

To/A: Test2
123 Street
Toronto ON  M4M 4M4

Ground

M4M

1 Lb

Piece # 1 of/1